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INTRODUCTION
The X-29A Advanced Technology Demonstrator, figure 1, has been designed and developed to
demonstrate the advantages of forward wing sweep along with other advanced technologies. Grum-
man Aerospace Corporation designed and fabricated the flight vehicle under a contract sponsored by
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and managed by the Air Force. A number of ad-
vanced technologies have been incorporated into the design. These include, in addition to the obvious
forward-swept wing, a closely coupled canard, thin supercritical wing sections, discrete variable cam-
ber, aeroelastic tailoring, three-surface control, relaxed static stability, and a triple-channel digital flight
control system.
An extensive flight-test program has been defined and is underway at NASAAmes/Dryden Flight
Research Facility to acquire high-quality data which will be used to evaluate and correlate the original
design analyses and ground-test results with flight results. One of the objectives of the flight program
is to isolate the benefits of specific technologies. However, when one considers the complex interactions
occurring in the flight environment and the di_culty of extracting specific parametric variations from
the available data, the task takes on herculean proportions.
A cooperative program has been defined between the Fluid and Flight Mechanics Branch at NASA
Ames/Dryden and the High-Reynolds-Number Aerodynamics Branch at NASA Langley to support and
complement specific flight test objectives. In addition to the flight test elements, the program consists of
wind tunnel experiments and computational fluid dynamics to enhance the understanding of interacting
technologies and to isolate individual benefits. The following sections will present brief overviews of the
flight and ground experimental elements and a more complete discussion of the computational support.
This paper will mainly address issues and questions associated with the forward swept wing and
closely coupled canard. The primary focus will be on research questions which must be addressed to
obtain high quality ground and flight test data. These data will be used in conjunction with computa-
tional predictions to complement the analyses required to comprehensively understand the interacting
technologies.
BENEFITS OF THE X=29A WING AND CANARD
Before the three phases of the program are discussed, it is appropriate to include a brief discussion
of the benefits associated with the forward-swept wing and the canard. For transonic flight, wing
sweep is used to delay the onset of drag rise. Uhad, et al. (ref. 1) demonstrated experimentally
that a forward-swept wing offers potentially lower wing profile drag than an equivalent aft-swept wing
for a transonic maneuvering design point. This yields higher sustained lift coefficients at transonic
maneuvering conditions. If one compares aft- and forward-swept tapered wings, the local sweep angles
for the forward-swept wing increase as one progresses from the wing leading edge to the trailing edge,
while the opposite is true for an aft-swept wing. This results in lower wave drag losses for similar flow
conditions and shock locations. Moore _nd Frei (ref. 2) similarly showed that the trade-off between
forward- and aft-swept wings could favor the forward-swept wing. Their comparison configurations
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held the wing area, aspect ratio, taper ratio, and shock sweep constant between the forward- and aft-
swept wings. The forward swept wing had significant reductions in the wing bending moment at the
pivot resulting from an inboard shift in the wing center of pressure. If one maintains the same shock
sweep for the comparisons, the forward swept wing has a lower leading-edge sweep. This allows specific
supercritical airfoils to be used which have demonstrated reductions in profile drag with decreasing
leading-edge sweep. If one imposes a constraint of constant bending moment at the pivot and removes
the constraint of constant aspect ratio, the forward-swept wing yields a higher aspect ratio in comparison
to the aft-swept wing. This, of course, is beneficial in reducing induced drag.
Improved handling characteristics for forward swept wings at higher angles of attack were demon-
strated in an experimental wind tunnel program (ref. 3). In general, flow separation on a forward-swept
wing begins inboard and progresses toward the wing tip. In contrast, the tendency for an aft-swept wing
is for the wing tip to separate first with the separation progressing inboard. The X-29A wing shows a
mild break in the lift curve slope at low speeds and moderate angles of attack (10-12 degrees) resulting
from inboard separation. However, the lift and pitching moment data are wen behaved to high angles of
attack with no pitch-up tendencies. Data also showed the X-29 fun-span ailerons can maintain adequate
roll control to very high angles of attack.
In addition to the benefits derived form the forward-swept wing, the close-coupled canard yields
distinct advantages for the configuration. The canard and wing were designed in conjunction to yield
an approximately elliptical span loading distribution on the wing at the maneuver design point. The
canard is in the strong upwash field of the wing which results in an effective moment arm at subsonic
speeds which is twice that of the geometric moment arm. Another advantage of the close-coupled canard
results from the effect of the canard downwash on wing-root separation. At higher angles of attack, the
lift generated by the canard to trim the configuration results in a downwash over the inboard part of the
wing. This allows the inboard flow to stay attached to higher angles of attack than would be possible
without the canard influence. The effect of the canard on the wing loading is presented in figure 2. These
data are from the 1/8-scale model test at NASA Ames (ref. 4). The strong influence of the canard on
wing span loading is evident as the canard deflection angle is changed at a given angle of attack. The
loading is markedly shifted outboard as the canard deflection is increased.
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
As a subset of t_e fllght-test objectives for the complete X-29A flight program, specific objectives
have been identified which are associated with the forward-swept wing and close-coupled canard. To meet
these objectives, extensive data must be gathered and analyzed over a wide range of flight conditions.
The aircraft has been extensively instrumented to gather these data, and software has been developed
to assist in data manipulation and analysis. Figure 3 indicates some of the instrumentation which will
be used. Static pressure orifices are arrange in five rows on the wing (7 = 0.2, 0.31, 0.49, 0.70, and
0.91) and two rows on the canard (7 = 0.28 and 0.65). These pressure data are extremely informative
relative to inferences concerning wing-canard interactions and stall onset and progression. In addition,
in-flight flow visualization will also be used to qualitatively identify flow characteristics through the use
of flow cones. These are similar to tufts having a small plastic cone attached to the free end to enhance
visibility and increase durability.
One of the potential problems associated with a forward-swept wing is aeroelastic divergence. In
order to build a wing using conventional materials and manufacturing techniques strong enough to
counteract this divergence, a significant weight penalty is incurred. Krone (ref. 5) presented the concept
of advanced aeroelastlcally tailored composites, which are used in the X-29A vehicle, to overcome this
problem. The concept uses a buildup of specifically oriented plies of composite laminate to form the wing
skins. The orientation and characteristics of the plies can be designed to have the strength necessary to
overcome divergence. An additional advantage is that the technique can be used to tailor the aeroehstic
twist distribution at maneuvering conditions.
A wing-deflection measurement system is installed on the right wing of the flight-test aircraft. Two
fuselage-mounted receivers with different focal lengths are used to monitor 12 targets mounted on the
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wing surface, figure 3. These data can be reduced to determine discrete deflections at each of the targets
or integrated to determine the average twist angle and section translation for the various span locations.
These data will have several uses including validation of structural design methodology. The data
are critical in order to provide valid, reliable, transonic computational predictions of the configuration
flow field for the flight vehicle. The supercrltical wing is an efficient but sensitive performer at transonic
speeds. Small changes in flow conditions or geometry (such as aeroelastic deflections) can have significant
effects on the flow over the wing surface including shock location, shock strength, flow separation, and
buffet onset.
A number of challenges have been encountered as the flight-test program has progressed. Some of
these difficulties have centered around data analysis. The aircraft's negative static margin and the use
of canard, wing flaps, and strake flap simultaneously, figure 1, for pitch control make it exceedingly
difficult to separate the effect of specific variables. In normal flight the deflections of these control
surfaces are controlled by the Automatic Camber Control (ACC) system. Hence, the ability to isolate
specific stability derivatives is quite limited. However, the Manual Camber Control (MCC) system was
implemented to limit the number of parameters allowed to vary for control purposes. This allows the
flap to be fixed at a discrete setting during a given portion of the flight, thereby reducing the number
of control surfaces whose deflections are varying. An example of different inferences derived from data
for similar flight maneuvers using the two different modes (ACC and MCC) is presented by Waggoner,
Jennett, and Bates in reference 6.
NTF MODEL AND WIND TUNNEL TEST
A 1/16-scalemodel ofthe X-29A, figure4,isbeing designed and fabricatedfortestinginthe National
Transonic Facility(NTF) at NASA Langley. The NTF was conceivedto provide high-Reynolds-number
testcapabilityfor aerodynamic researchand development testingof commercial and militaryaircraft
configurations.The NTF isa closed-circuit,single-return,fan-driven,wind tunnel capableofcontinuous
operation over a Mach number range of0.2 to 1.2.Itiscapable ofoperating at very low temperatures
{-320°F) by injectingnitrogen at cryogenictemperatures into the stream. By operating at elevated
pressures and cryogenic temperatures, a maximum chord Reynolds number of 120 millionat Mach
number of 1.0for a chord of0.82 feetisachievable(ref.7).
The X-29A testprogram isintended toprovidesignificantdata which willcomplement the flight-test
program. In additionto providingbasicdata forflight-to-tunneland code-to-tunnelcorrelationstudies,
Reynolds number effectson a number ofsensitiveflowareaswillbe investigated.Over the complete NTF
testingscheduleforthe X-29A, itisanticipatedthat Reynolds number effectswillbe determined on wing
surfacepressuresand wing-canard interactions;supercriticaldesign;shock/boundary layerinteractions;
performance, stabilityand control;and high-angle-of-attackcharacteristics.
1/16 SCALE MODEL
The NTF model has been fabricated by Grumman Aerospace Corporation under contract with
NASA Langley. The model can be used to simulate aerodynamic control surface deflections through the
use of variable incidence canards and interchangeable sets of wing flaperon, rudder and strake flap parts.
The design of the model allows for the simulation of four wing flap settings, seven strake flap settings
and four rudder settings. In addition, six positions are available for the variable incidence canard. The
external lines of the X-29A are modeled in significant detail. Flow through nacelles will afford the first
simulated inlets for cryogenic operation in the NTF. The flow through ducts will simulate the mass flow
rate for a condition near the cruise design point. Although the provisions to simulate various mass flow
rates are not anticipated, the calibration of the inlets for various Reynolds numbers presents a significant
challenge.
Data acquisition planned for the test program includes aerodynamic force and moment data, wing
pressure distributions and wing deformation characteristics. An extensive array of instrumentation will
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support this task. Static pressure orifices are located at span locations corresponding to wing stations 50
and 114. The orifice locations were chosen to correspond closely to the orifice locations on the number-
one flight-test aircraft. A 48-port electronic sensing pressure (ESP) module will be mounted in the model
nose, as well as an accelerometer-type angle of attack indicator.
Two, six-component, 1.75-inch diameter, internal strain-gage balances have been constructed. Each
is intended to be used over a different load range. The normal force design loads of the two balances
are 1500 and 2500 pounds. It was desirable to have static pressure measurements on the canards.
However, because of the size of the canard (1/8-inch thick at mid-span) and small diameter of the shank
attachment to the fuselage, it was not feasible. In lieu of this, a three-component strain-gage balance
is built into the left canard to measure shear, bending and torsion. A wing-root bending-moment gage
allows for real-time evaluation of model dynamics.
Deflection of the wings during the wind tunnel test will be measured by use of a video model
deformation system. These measurements will be used to determine the magnitude of differences in
wing shape between the model and flight vehicle under similar flow conditions.
The fabrication of the model was somewhat unique. The left wing and fuselage half and right wing
and fuselage half were each machined as one piece out of a hlgh-nickel-content steel suitable for cryogenic
models (Vascomax 200). The two halves were then welded together yielding a one-piece wing fuselage
model. The interchangeable flaps also presented a serious design problem. The flap elements are quite
thin and were designed to attach to the wing through a tongue-in-groove arrangement. This design was
necessary to ensure compatibility with the severe thermal test environment. The thin tongues on the
flaps and the precision machine work for the grooves presented a challenge for the model craftsmen.
NTF MODEL TEST PROGRAM
The model design point simulates flightReynolds number at M = 0.9 and 30,000 ft. with the
NTF operating at minimum tunnel dynamic pressure.Simulated 8-g flightat theseconditionsyieldsa
C_ •q limitof 2,700 psf for the 1/16-scalemodel. A comparison of the tunnel-test-to-flightenvelope
ispresented in figure5. Superimposed on the envelope are the stingdivergencelimitboundary for the
low-angleof attacksupport system and the envelope ofReynolds numbers attainablewith thismodel in
the NASA-Ames 11-Foot Tunnel. Because ofthe versatilityof the NTF, note that even with the sting
divergencelimitimposed, much ofthe airplaneflightenvelope below M = 1.2can be simulatedwith the
1/16-scalemodel in the NTF. At Mach numbers lessthan 0.7,the entireangle-of-attackrange can be
testedat flightReynolds numbers forthe entireflightenvelope.
The model willbe testedover a Mach number range from 0.3 to 1.2 at Reynolds numbers from
2 to 35 million.Initially,the angle ofattack willbe limitedto 20° ;however, with the high-alpha sting,
anglesof attackup to 600 can be achieved.
COMPUTATIONAL SUPPORT OF THE X-29A EXPERIMENT
A comprehensive computational program has been identified to support both flight and ground
teeing0f-theX-2§A.-The effortup to the_presenttimehas concentratedon the applicabilityof potential
flow metl_ods.:=The follow_ng sections will briet]y de scr_e the codes which have been used, descr_e the
code Calibration effort and present selected results.
COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Three primary computational techniqueshave been identifiedto support the initialcomputational
phase ofthe program. A three-dimensional,small-disturbance,transonicanalysiscode forwing-fuselage-
canard combinations {CANTATA), a three-dimensionalfull-potential,transonicanalysiscode forwing-
fuselagecombinations (TAWFIVE), and an aerodynamic/structuralanalysissystem {TAPS) willbe
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employed to exploitthe advantages ofeach technique.Salientfeaturesof the computational techniques
are discussedbelow.
CANTATA Analysis Code - The Canard/Tail Transonic Analysis code (CANTATA, ref. 8) is
characterizedby a unique grid-embedding technique which provides excellentresolutionfor eithera
wing-fuselage-canardor wing-fuselage-tailconfiguration.The code solvesfor the flow fieldabout the
configurationofinterestinthe directmode employing an ADI scheme. Design via numerical optimization
isavailableinthe code but isnot anticipatedtobe used inthe currentapplication.Using finitedifference
approximations,a modified small-disturbancepotential-flowequation isiterativelysolvedin a system of
multiple embedded grids.The modificationsto the classicalsmall-disturbanceequation are inthe form
ofextraterms,which, when added tothe equation,provide more accurateresolutionofshock waves with
largesweep anglesand a betterapproximation ofthe criticalvelocitywhere the full-potentialequation
changes from ellipticto hyperbolictype.
Viscous effectsare approximated by coupling a modified Bradshaw boundary-layer computation to
the finite-differencepotential-flowsolution.The modified method provides a technique to extend a two-
dimensional boundary-layer calculationto account for firstorder viscouseffects(ref.9). The viscous
effectsare incorporatedin the solutionby adding the boundary-layer displacement slopesto the wing
surface slopes. This modifies the wing surface to an equivalent _fluid mwing shape which is then analyzed
by the potential flow code.
The basic concepts inherent to the code have been extensively validated by several researchers
(refs. 10-12). These studies have, in general, been for aft-swept wings and for single lifting surface
configurations.
TAWFIVE Analysis Code - A computer code for the Transonic Analysis of a Wing and Fuselage
with Interacted Viscous Effects, references 13 and 14, is also used in this study. The code utilises the
interaction of three-dimensional inviscid and viscous flow solvers to obtain transonic flow-field solutions
about wing-fuselage combinations. The outer inviscid flow field is solved using a conservative, finite
volume, full potential method based on FLO-30 by Caughey and Jameson (ref. 15). No modifications
were made to the internal grid-generation algorithm in FLO-30, which is a body-fitted, sheared, parabolic
coordinate system.
A three-dimensional boundary layer for the wing is computed using a compressible integral method.
The code has the capability of computing laminar or turbulent boundary layer with the methods of Stock
(ref. 16} or Smith (ref. 17), respectively. An important feature of the code is Street's treatment of the
wake (ref. 13). The wake model used in FLO-30 was replaced with a model which satisfies flow tangency
on the wake displacement body and the pressure jump condition resulting from wake curvature. These
changes in the code can make significant differences in results obtained on various configurations.
Transonic Aeroelastic Programs System - The Transonic Aeroelastic Program System (TAPS) de-
veloped by Campbell (ref. 18) is a method which allows the effects of static aeroelastic wing deflections
to be included in steady transonic aerodynamic calculations. The method interacts a three-dimensional
transonic computer code with viscous effects and a linear finite element structural analysis code to cal-
culate wing pressures and deflections. The nonlinear nature of the transonic flow makes it necessary
to couple the aerodynamic and structures codes in an iterative manner. TAPS has been arranged in a
modular fashion so that different aerodynamic or structural programs may be used with a minimum of
coding changes required.
For the current study the TAPS program has been utilized to help understand the correlations of
computations and wind tunnel data with data obtained from the flight test. The flight vehicle has been
analyzed in the TAPS program to predict the wing deflections under flight loads. These calculations
will be described in detail in a subsequent section.
CODE CALIBRATION EFFORT
The first phase of the computational effort will involve calibration of the transonic aerodynamic
codes for application to the X-29A configuration. Although these codes have been applied to numerous
configurations, the X-29A is such a unique configuration that a calibration phase is required. This utilizes
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both code-to-code and code-to-experiment comparisons. In general, for transonic analysis codes in
widespread use foranalysisand design,thereexistsan inverserelationshipbetween the physicsincluded
in the governing fiow equations and the complexity of geometry forwhich one isrealisticallycapable of
obtaininga solution.The two transonicpotentialflow codes discussedpreviouslyillustratethispoint.
The TAWFIVE code solvesthe full-potentialflowequation coupled with a three-dimensionalboundary-
layeranalysisfora wing-body configuration.The CANTATA code,on the otherhand, solvesa simplified
flow equation (extended small disturbance)on a more complex (wing-fuselage-canard)geometry.
The X-29A has a very complex geometry from a computational standpoint. The body, figure6,
was extremely dlmcult to model, particularlyin the wing-fuselagejuncture region. The discontinuous
trailingedge resultingfrom the body strakegeometry offeredanother challenge.The effectsofthe inlet
on the now over the canard and the dihedraleffectsfor the wings were unknown. In addition,thereis
little experience to draw from in solving flow fields including viscous effects about swept-forward wing
configurations. Hence, there were a number of compelling reasons to undertake the code calibration
phase of this effort.
The first task addressed was to generate a detailed computational model of the fuselage, figure 6.
The objective was to make as few compromises as possible to the geometry while generating a model
for which computational mappings could be generated by the codes. The wing and canard geometry
has also been modeled; however, this has been a much more straightforward task. The compromises to
the wing geometry consisted of a modified trailing edge in the vicinity of the body stake for each of the
codes and modeling a wing without any dihedral in the CANTATA code because of its Cartesian grid
structure.
The actualcomparisons on the configurationhave been performed in a systematic manner. The
approach willbe described here and selectedcomparisons from the varioussteps willbe presented in
the followingsection.The initialcomputations were performed on the wing-fuselagecombination using
the TAWFIVE and CANTATA codes. These computations were alsocompared to availablewind tunnel
data on the wing-fuselageconfiguration.The differencesbetween the computations and experimental
data were evaluated in lightofprevious experience.Code-to-code differenceswere analysed in lightof
known differences(full-potentialvs. small-disturbance,conservativevs. non-conservative,etc.)between
the codes on computational results.Comparisons have alsobeen made between computations on the
fuselage-canardgeometry. Each of these setsof calculationsand comparisons willhelp to understand
the wing-canard interactions.These analyseswillalsoallow the wing-fuselage-canardconfigurationto
be analysed with significantlygreaterconfidencethan ifthe fullconfigurationwere analysed initially.
Computations on the wing-fuselage-canardconfigurationin the CANTATA code have been com-
pared between availablewind tunnel data on the 1/8-scalemodel and flightdata. The availableex-
perimental data was surveyed to determine ifcomparable testpointsexistedbetween the wind tunnel
and flighttests.Comparisons of thesedata were accomplished at appropriateconditions.Differences
between these data were attributedto eitheraeroelasticityor Reynolds number. Calculationswith the
TAPS program were accomplished to investigateaeroelasticeffects.These data were compared with
deflectionmeasurements from the flightsystem.
The use of any computational technique benefitsfrom the accuracy inherentin the method. How-
ever,itisalsorealisedthata code can be used effectivelyifone understands the computational limitations
and the effectsof any inaccuracieswhich may be present.This becomes increasinglyimportant as one
approaches the boundaries ofpracticalapplicabilityfora given code. The approach undertaken inthis
study has identifiedsome practicallimitationsof the computations for thiscomplex configuration.
SELECTED COMPARISONS
Initially,computations were performed on the X-29A wing-fuselagecombination and compared
with availablewlndotunnel data from the 1/8-scah model testedat NASA-Ames (ref.4). Results are
presented for a subsonic Mach number (M - 0.6)and a high-transonicMach number (M = 0.9).The
computational resultsare inviscidwith no aeroelasticeffectsincluded. The transonic analyses were
performed atthe experimentalanglesofattackand Mach numbers. These resultsdemonstrate the code-
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to-code differences and cover the range of applicability for the codes up to flow conditions where the
flow shows sign of significant separation on the wing.
Results are compared at M -- 0.6, a = 7.7 °, in figure 7. The comparisons are quite good at
this condition. Notice that generally the full-potential code (TAWFIVE) predicts more expansion at
the leading edge on the upper surface. Because of the grid density at the trailing edge, the CANTATA
results seem to be more sensitive to the flaperon geometry. Also note the differences in the computational
predictions at the wingtip. The TAWFIVE code predicts the upper-surface leading-edge peak quite well.
However, the small-disturbance results compare better with the experiment aft of the leading edge.
The comparison presented in figure 8 are at M -- 0.9 and a = 6.9 °. The comparisons on the
outboard part of the wing are fairly good, although the experimental results show trailing-edge (7 = 0.7)
and shock-induced (Y7= 0.49) separations. On the inboard portion of the wing, the lower surface pressures
are predicted fairly well; however, the upper surface pressures show some discrepancies. At y/= 0.31 and
0.19 the experimental and computational results on the upper surface forward of the shock do not match
well. While the experimental data are sparse in this region, it does not appear that the characteristics
of the flow are predicted with either computational technique. In general, the two codes predict similar
flow patterns over the wing span for the flow conditions observed. Comparisons for the fuselage-canard
configuration also showed consistent predictions between the two codes.
The next step in the calibration effort involved computations on the wing-fuselage-canard configura-
tion. The first significant incongruence between the actual configuration and the geometric capabilities
of the CANTATA code was uncovered. The grid structure for both the canard and wing grids is Carte-
sial*. This results in the boundary conditions for both surfaces being applied in parallel planes. Because
of the dihedral in the wing, the locus of wing leading-edge points intersects the canard wake. This
in conjunction with the closely coupled lifting surfaces results in a significant interaction between the
wing and canard. The comparison presented in figure 9 shows the effect of relative wing-canard vertical
position on the wing pressure distribution near mid span. The calculations were made with the wing
3 inches (full scale) above and below the plane of the canard. When the wing is positioned above the
canard plane, the loading over the inboard wing sections is collapsed. By comparisons with wind tunnel
experimental data, it became obvious that positioning the wing slightly below the canard yielded the
most reasonable flow simulation.
Comparisons between wind tunnel data from reference 4 and computational predictions for the
complete configuration are included in figures 10 and 11. The comparisons are strikingly similar for
these M = 0.9, low lift (figure 10) and M = 0.95, moderate lift (figure 11) conditions. The inboard
region on the uppers surface is predicted adequately. As one observes the comparisons outboard of the
leading-edge break, the characteristic of the experimental pressures on the upper surface is not captured
in the computations. This difference was observed in all the comparisons at M = 0.9 and above. The
pressure distribution on the canard is predicted reasonably well except at the leading edge on the upper
surface. An expansion observed in the experimental data is not evident at all in the computations. This
difference could be the result of geometric compromises related to the inlet or to a vortex originating
from the forebody or inlet lip. The accentuated expansions and compressions near the wing trailing
edge are the result of computationally modeling the discrete hinge-lines for the segmented trailing-edge
flap system. Based on these comparisons a_ the higher Math numbers, plus comparisons at subsonic
conditions, it was felt that an adequate computational model had been generated.
At this point the focus on the experimental data shifted from the data obtained in the controlled
wind tunnel environment to data obtained in the dynamic flight environment where the uncertainties
are increased. Before proceeding with comparisons between the computations and the flight test data,
it was of interest to determine how well the flight and wind tunnel data compared. Because of the large
number of parameters which had to be matched (Mach, angle of attack, canard, wing flap, and strake
flap deflections, etc.), only a few conditions were identified for comparison between the wind tunnel
test and flight test. Comparisons at M -- 0.8 and iV[ = 0.9 are presented in figure 12. At M = 0.8
and _ = 2.2 °, the comparisons between @igh_ and wind tunnel data are excel/ent at both of _he span
stations shown. At higher Mach numbers and angles of attack the comparisons were not quite as good.
It was interesting to note, as shown in figure 12b, that a very good comparison was obtained when the
tunnel data were compared at an elevated angle of attack relative to the flight data. Several hypotheses
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were purposed to explain this anomaly including wind tunnel wall interference, Reynolds number effects,
and aeroelastic deformation. Wing deflection data were available at some flight conditions. A flight test
point of interest was identified and the configuration was analyzed in TAPS. The resulting predicted
deflections are compared with the measured deflections in figure 13. The measured deflections from the
flight test also show an error range with the data. TAPS overpredicted the deflections along the entire
span. However, the inclusion of the computational (overpredicted) deflections in the solution did not
yield differences between the rigid and aeroelastic solutions as large as those observed between the flight
and tunnel experiments at comparable angles of attack. These anomalies accentuate the need for the
experiment in the NTF.
The final set of comparisons is between computational predictions and flight test data at M = 0.6,
0.8, and 0.91 and moderate lift levels (figures 14, 15, and 16). The comparisons at M = 0.6 and 0.8 are
quite good on both the wing and canard. At the outboard span location on the wing the upper-surface
leading-expansion is slightly underpredicted at M = 0.6. At the inboard location on the wing at M = 0.8
the leading edge expansion is overpredicted in the computations. The upper-surface leading-edge flow
is predicted adequately at M = 0.91 for the inboard station yet the level of expansion from 20_ to
30% chord is not predicted accurately. At M = 0.91 the characteristic of the upper-surface flow is
not predicted at the outboard span location. The characteristics of the experimental and computational
pressure distributions are similar to those observed in the comparisons of wind tunnel and computational
predictions in figures 10 and 11. The influence of the rather bulbous flap-track fairings is evident in
comparisons on the lower surface at the outboard span location for M = 0.8 and 0.91. There was no
attempt to model these fairings computationally.
There is evidence of flow expansion at the inboard canard location leading edge for all three Mach
numbers which is not predicted computationally. At M = 0.91 the expansion appears to terminate in a
shock at approximately 10% chord. While not shown in these figures, this expansion migrates outboard
along the canard with increasing angle of attack. Except for this anomaly the canard flow is predicted
well.
Overall the comparisons between the experimental data and computational predictions are en-
couraging. However, there were differences observed for which the causes were difficult to isolate. In
particular, at higher Mach numbers the flow on the outboard part of the wing, as well as the canard
leading edge was not predicted well computationally. These observations identify the need for obtaining
high-Reynolds-number data under controlled conditions.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented an overview of a major cooperative effort between NASA Ames/Dryden
Flight Research Facility and NASA Langley in support of the X-29A flight-test program. The effort
involves flight testing, wind tunnel testing in the NTF, and computational support. Each phase in the
effort has distinct advantages and disadvantages relative to the data which are obtained. For example,
the flight data could be considered "gospel" without scaling or wall interference effects. However, as was
previously discussed, it is difficult to isolate the influences of individual parameters. Wind tunnel testing
allows the component build-up and parametric variation of independent variables. Hence, individual
influences and interference effects can be isolated. However, the data can suffer from scaling effects
and/or wall interference. In addition, although the range of variables tested can cover the airplane
capability, testing all combinations of each variable quickly expands to a prohibitively large matrix.
While physical geometry and fluid physics modeling comparisons are often made, CFD allows the gaps
between tunnel and flight data to be filled. It also allows evaluation of flight conditions outside the
cleare d flight envelope and estimation of the effects of configuration modifications. Hence, it is easy to
see from this simplified discussion that each phase of the effort complements the other phases. _
An adequate%omputational representation of the X-29A co_guration has beendeveIoped. Corn,
parisons between computational predictions and both flight and wind tunnel experimental data have
been made a a range of transonic conditions. At freestream Mach numbers less than 0.9, the comparison
of pressure distribution between the computations and experiment is quite good on both the wing
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and the canard. Anomalies have been observed for moderate lift coefficients at M = 0.9 and above.
The computations show no evidence of the flow expansion observed on the canard leading-edge. In
addition, the experimental pressure distribution over the mid-span of the wing has a different character
than that predicted computationally. Further computational and experimental investigations of these
discrepancies are required to understand these anomalies.
The flightestingofthe X-29A aircraftiswellunder way and asigni_cantamount ofdata isbecoming
available.The NTF wind tunneltestmodel isvirtuallycomplete and the NTF testwillcommence during
the Fall 1988. Computational support is continuingwith the focus on understanding the anomalies
which have been identified.The data availablefrom the three-phaseeffortwill greatlyenhance the
understanding ofthe complex flow phenomena and aerodynamics of the X-29A aircraft.
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